# Program Curriculum

## Political Science

### Summer C (13 Weeks)
- ISS 6942 – INTERNSHIP or POS 5971 - MASTERS THESIS

### Summer B
- ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
- POS 5932 - SEL TOP IN POL SCIEN

### Fall
- ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
- ISS 6305 – RESEARCH METHODS
- POS 5117 - PROB STATE & LOC GOV
- POS 5208 - PSY OF POLITICAL BEH

### Spring
- PAD 5701 – STAT PUBLIC MANAGERS
- POS 5277 - ELECT & POL PARTICIP
- POS 6247 - SEM POLITICAL SOC
- POS 6427 - SEM IN LEGISLATURES

## History

### Summer C (13 Weeks)
- ISS 6942 – INTERNSHIP or HIS 6971 – MASTER'S THESIS

### Summer B
- ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
- HIS 5209 – CONTEMPORARY PROB

### Fall
- ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
- ISS 6305 – RESEARCH METHODS
- AMH 5930 - SELECT TOPICS US HIS
- AMH 5578 - PROB AFRI-AMER HIS

### Spring
- ISS 5316 – ADV APPLIED STAT RES
- AFS 5151 - LIFE CUL SUB-SAH AFR
- AMH 5409 - PROB HIS OF SOUTH
- AMH 5176 - CIVIL WAR RECONSTRUC

## Public Administration

### Summer C (13 Weeks)
- ISS 6942 – INTERNSHIP or PAD 5971 – THESIS

### Summer B
- ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
- PAD 6060E - SEM PUBL MGMT

### Fall
- ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
- ISS 6305 – RESEARCH METHODS
- PAD 6227 - SEM PUBL FIN ADM
- PAD 5417E - PROB PUBL PERSON ADM

### Spring
- PAD 5701 – STAT PUBLIC MANAGERS
- PAD 6035 - SEM ADM POLITICS
- PAD 5025 - PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
- PAD 5306 - PROB PUBL POLC ANAL

## Criminal Justice

### Summer C (13 Weeks)
- ISS 6942 – INTERNSHIP or ISS 6972 – RESEARCH AND THESIS

### Summer B
- ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
- CJJ 5020 - JUVENILE JUSTICE

### Fall
- ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
- ISS 6305 – RESEARCH METHODS
- CCJ 5608 - CRMNOLGY THRY & PRAC
- CCJ 5940 - SPEC TOP CRIM JUST I

### Spring
- ISS 5316 – ADV APPLIED STAT RES
- CCJ 5941 - SPEC TOP CRIM JUS II
- CCJ 5446 - CORRECTIONAL MGMT
- CCJ 5934 - CONT ISSUES CRM JUST
Program Curriculum

Global Security and International Affairs

Summer C (13 Weeks)
ISS 6942 – INTERNSHIP

Summer B
ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
CPO 6036 – POLITICAL ECONOMY OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Fall
ISS 5939 – INTERDIS SEM S-SCI I
ISS 6305 – RESEARCH METHODS
INR 5037 – SEMINAR ON DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
INR 5036 – POLITICS OF GLOBALIZATION

Spring
ISS 5316 – ADV APPLIED STAT RES or PAD 5701 – STAT PUBLIC MANAGERS
INR 5105 – AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY
INR 6365 – SEMINAR IN INTELLIGENCE
INR 5138 – HOMELAND SECURITY